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Take your team with you wherever you go with smart, integrated collaboration

Cisco Spark™ creates a space for all of your work to live. It gives your team access to all the components they need from a physical workspace by allowing them to create virtual rooms, connecting people and ideas instantly by putting everything at their fingertips.

See teamwork in a new light

Cisco Spark offers a seamless and comprehensive lifecycle approach to teamwork that is as yet unmatched by any other solution on the market. Its powerful and agile Spark app can be enabled on any device, ensuring that teams are constantly connected, communicating, and collaborating in one continuous workstream.

Sharing and saving files is made easy through the Cisco Spark space, with the freedom to stay creative with your team regardless of your location, and all in real-time. You can meet, message, call, white board, and work better together than you ever have before, all in high-definition.

Key benefits of Cisco Spark

**All-in-one solution**
The only tool you’ll ever need to collaborate - create virtual meeting rooms, enhance the capabilities of your traditional working environment, and share everything through the Spark space.

**Continuous teamwork**
The cloud-based platform’s Spark app allows your work to continue on any enabled device, no matter where you are, or where you’re going.

**Strengthen relationships**
Whether with your teammates or your customers, Cisco Spark’s calling features bring you closer together to enhance your engagements, with lifelike video and crystal-clear audio.

**Simple and seamless**
An intuitive experience with a simple, user-friendly interface that allows you to create and interact with ease.

**Safe with Cisco**
Highly secure and reliable, your data is protected both in transit and at rest, thanks to rigorous administration policies and end-to-end encryption.

**Cost-effective scalability**
Cloud registration not only makes this solution affordable, but also easy to deploy in all of your conference rooms. In fact, starting with Cisco Spark costs absolutely nothing.

Cisco Spark Security

Everything teams need for messages, calls, and meetings - always available. And the only one backed by Cisco security and reliability.

Who holds the keys to your cloud data?

Does your collaboration provider access your content, hold you back, or give you control?

Consumer chat apps too restrictive

Consumer chat apps tend to be geared toward protecting consumer privacy by offering end-to-end encryption at the expense of extensibility and value-add features.

Cisco Spark just right

Cisco Spark™ is the best of both worlds: an end-to-end, encrypted cloud collaboration platform that gives IT the ability to access content and choose what, if any, permission is provided to Cisco and third parties.

Typical business messaging apps too open

Typical business messaging apps compromise security by directly accessing your content in order to offer features like message search, content transcoding, or integration with third-party applications.
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Extend your team’s collaboration and creativity thanks to cutting-edge innovation from Cisco

The unique Cisco Spark™ Board is a new team collaboration device that combines wireless presentation, digital whiteboarding, and video conferencing. Similarly, Cisco Spark Room Kit delivers the same integration and usability of a large conference room to small and medium-sized meeting rooms, removing the barriers of video deployment to create richer experiences.

Collaborate with ease
A fully touch-based system that is natural, intuitive, and effortless to use.

Wireless, digital presentations
No cables, no adapters, no fuss. Easily produce and save your creations to the Cisco Spark space.

Audio/video conferencing system
Make HD video or high-fidelity audio calls directly from the Cisco Spark Board with 4K resolution on a 55” or 70” LED screen.

Cisco Spark Room Kit: Powerful intelligence brought to small and medium-sized rooms
Cisco Spark Room Kit makes your meetings, presentations, and conference rooms smarter than they’ve ever been. It brings the innovation of higher-end rooms into your more modest spaces of up to 7 people, seeing that advanced features are made accessible in every room to every team. By pairing teams with sophisticated audio and visual technologies, users gain the same exceptional experience of a larger room in a smaller setting, which can be easily scaled throughout your organisation. There is even scope to repurpose existing video conferencing technology as part of your Room Kit solution.

The Cisco Spark Board: An all-in-one team collaboration device for meeting rooms
The intelligent Cisco Spark Board combines innovative interaction with smart integration, providing teams with all the functionality of a physical meeting room with the added benefit of virtual collaboration. With best-in-class conferencing, HD video or voice calls can even be started as soon as you walk into the room, and the conversation continued when changing locations without the need to interrupt it. A cloud- and touch-based system, it securely connects teams and their content directly to the Cisco Spark platform, facilitating constant and continuous workflow.

Video innovation in a box
Leading-edge visual and audio componentry with integrated microphones and camera, 4K content sharing, speaker tracking, and no wires.

Registration flexibility
Whether you decide to register on-premise or use Cisco Spark through the cloud you will gain the benefits of cost-effective, smart technology.

Attractive commercials
With flexible, scalable commercials, start small and grow how you use Cisco Spark across your business. It means you will access the key capabilities of a larger solution at a smaller price.

Let’s talk
Call 01246 200 200
Find more about Cisco Spark and how it could add value in your meeting rooms.
Spark up the right licensing plan for your business

To use Cisco Spark you will need to choose the right licensing pathway for your business. From more traditional licensing plans to bespoke subscription models that work on a case-by-case basis, Cisco and CCS Media have got you covered.

Let's talk Call 01246 200 200
Contact your Account Manager to discuss the best plan for your business.

Cisco Spark Plans

Cisco Spark Plans are licensed per user, per month, and offer two tiered packages:

Business Messaging
This grants users unlimited spaces with which to message and file share, industry-leading end-to-end Cisco security, and easy-to-use administrative controls. Meetings of up to 3 people are made possible with instant in-app video calling and screen share. The Cisco Spark app itself is completely unlimited, and can be applied to as many devices as you need.

Cisco Spark storage is included, with number of users dictating capacity, and the Cisco Spark Control Hub is delivered as standard, allowing administrators the scope to provision, manage, and analyse the complete Spark experience, informing better decision-making and optimising the use of the platform.

Let's talk Call 01246 200 200
Contact your Account Manager to find out more about available plans.

Advanced Meetings
Gain the advantages of using Cisco WebEx® on any device to host meetings at a fraction of the price of purchasing WebEx alone. In addition to all of the capabilities within the Business Messaging package, users are given the flexibility of their own Personal Room within Spark and the ability to schedule meetings either through the Spark app or WebEx.

Advanced Meetings also dramatically increases the capacity for meeting participants, making meetings of up to 25 people possible via in-app video calling, and up to 200 people when powered by WebEx.

Cisco Spark Flex Plans

For a more flexible and custom licensing plan suited to enterprise organisations of more than 200 users, Cisco Flex Plan offers a case-by-case licensing bundle wherein you can pay yearly, monthly, or even as you consume.

Depending on your business' requirements, we offer:

Cisco Spark Flex Plan
This subscription model is enterprise-wide, covering your entire company. It is based on your total employee count, and suitable for organisations of up to 250 users.

Meetings with 25 people
In-app video calls
Messaging
With file sharing
Integrations
Interactive drawing
End to end encryption
Admin controls

Cisco Spark Flex Plan Meetings
The Cisco Spark Flex Plan Meetings licensing plan is based on your employees’ actual usage of Cisco Spark. Keep track of all-important ROI from meeting entitlements and purchase any further subscriptions on demand as your employee base grows.

Meetings with 25 people
Powered by WebEx
Messaging
With file sharing
Integrations
Interactive drawing
End to end encryption
Admin controls

Cisco Spark Flex Plan Shared Meetings
This plan takes into account the number of concurrent Cisco Spark meetings, with subscriptions given on a per-meeting basis. This readily scales as your business does.

Meetings with 200 people
Powered by WebEx
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